Smoother, safer, stronger.

SMOOTHFLO®
Regulators.

„

I like the fact that I can quickly
set it to a new pressure,
it saves me time when setting
up for the next job.
Jonas Ralenono, Genrec
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SMOOTHFLO® Regulators.
Smoother, safer, stronger.
SMOOTHFLO® is a defining development in gas regulator technology. The
culmination of several “world firsts”, SMOOTHFLO combines the best of current
regulator features with new customer-led innovations, to offer the productivity
benefits of constant pressure and flow stability with maximum safety. The
first single-stage regulator to offer multi-stage performance, SMOOTHFLO is
engineered to be the easiest to use on the market and comes in two models:
• the SMOOTHFLO gas pressure regulator for cutting applications, and
• the SMOOTHFLO Dial Select gas flow regulator for welding applications.
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SMOOTHFLO
gas pressure regulator

Quick setup of a new pressure –
max. 3 turns for full pressure
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SMOOTHFLO Dial Select
gas flow regulator
Dust, splash and fire resistant
protective outer shell

Integrated gauges
for added durability

5 YEAR CONDIT
IONAL
WARRANTY ON
ALL
SMOOTHFLO R
EGULATORS

Constant pressure



Break-off safety system

Constant gas flow

Unique thumbwheel control with clickstop mechanism — lets you
set the required gas flow rate
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„
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„

I am impressed with the constant
pressure and the fact that it does
not change while cutting.
Derek Phillips, Afrox

„

This will definitely improve our
productivity. You can see that
the cuts we get are a lot smoother
and faster than with the old
conventional units.
Richard Louw, Technical Manager, Genrec

Well, SMOOTHFLO performs very well –
it gives us a very good, clean cut and
it’s going to save us on production
time. The cutting process is faster, too.
Ruben Naidoo, Team Leader, Joy Global
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Smoother cuts, better welds
SMOOTHFLO is designed for optimum operational efficiency and usability.
Compared to conventional regulators, it’s quicker to set up, safer to use,
more resistant to wear and damage, and doesn’t require operators to
manually adjust the pressure or flow as they go. This is particularly valuable
for operators working in difficult or tight positions such as under a car, as
it can be very time-consuming to adjust the regulator and then get back
into position. In addition to boosting productivity, this contributes to cost
efficiency by allowing workshops to extract maximum value from the
contents of each cylinder.

For cutting applications, the SMOOTHFLO gas pressure regulator allows
operators to set their desired pressure in just three turns instead of the
eleven required in some cases. It also improves pressure stability across the
entire working pressure range, boosting quality by enabling operators to
achieve smoother, faster cuts.
For welding applications, the SMOOTHFLO Dial Select gas flow regulator lets
operators set the desired flow rate using its unique thumbwheel control. It
also maintains a stable gas flow even as the cylinder empties, producing a
more consistent weld quality.

„
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I think this regulator is quite
unique when it comes to the
protective features – I just feel
safer using it.

Safety matters
Operational safety has been built into SMOOTHFLO from the ground
up. In a first for industrial regulators, SMOOTHFLO works with a pistonembedded safety valve, therefore improving safety by preventing
contaminants from blocking or entering the encapsulated valve and
providing protection against tampering.
Safety highlights include break-off functionality: in the event of a fall
involving damage to the regulator and connected cylinder, not only will the
inlet stem break off to protect the regulator, but a high-performing excessflow valve will automatically and safely stop the gas flow. This prevents the
cylinder from turning into a “missile” and causing injury
or damage if a regulator breaks off. In addition, the mirror image
configurations enhance operational safety by preventing hose overlap
and reducing the potential risk of oxygen/acetylene fires.

This impressive safety performance has been confirmed by multiple safety
certifications, including:
→→ KIWA oxygen ignition approval
→→ KIWA oxygen promoted ignition approval
→→ ISO 2503 certification
→→ AS 4267 certification (SMOOTHFLO only)
Backed by these safety tests and approvals, we offer a 5-year conditional
warranty on all SMOOTHFLO regulators so you are assured protection of
investment.

Ruben Naidoo, Team Leader, Joy Global
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The stronger the better

Benefits at a glance

SMOOTHFLO protective cladding is fabricated from impact-resistant material,
which is also splash, dust and fire resistant. The regulator
bonnet is made of die-cast zinc and the body from forged brass for
maximum durability. This robust, lightweight design keeps maintenance
effort to a minimum. In addition, SMOOTHFLO’s recessed, space-saving
design means the gauges are not exposed to the damage typically suffered
by conventional protruding gauges. These safety features combine to make
SMOOTHFLO ideal for the harshest industrial environments.

→→ Compact, lightweight, durable design
→→ Ideal fit for the most challenging welding or cutting jobs
→→ Improved operator safety
→→ Strong, consistent, dynamically stable gas pressure or flow across
a broad range of parameters
→→ Smoother, better control over the weld or cut
→→ Productivity and cost gains
→→ Improved use of gas resources
→→ Minimal maintenance

Technical specifications
Description

Inlet connection
Inlet stem to cylinder
Inlet pressure
Safety valve integrated
into piston
Pressure adjusting
knob colour
Weight
Operating temperature

SMOOTHFLO
Oxygen
400 kPa/4 bar or
1000 kPa/10 bar
market dependent
cylinder specific
20000 kPa/200 bar
30000 kPa/300 bar
yes

Acetylene
150 kPa/1.5 bar

SMOOTHFLO Dial Select
Argon 30 lpm

LPG
4 bar/400 kPa

no*

Nitrogen
1000 kPa/10 bar
50000 kPa/50 bar
market dependent
cylinder specific
20000 kPa/200 bar
30000 kPa/300 bar
yes

no

market dependent
cylinder specific
20000 kPa/200 bar
30000 kPa/300 bar
yes

blue**

red

black**

orange

–

<1.1 kg
–20 to +60°C

<1.1 kg
–20 to +60°C

<1.1 kg
–20 to +60°C

<1.1 kg
–20 to +60°C

<1.5 kg
–20 to +60°C

market dependent
cylinder specific
2500 kPa/25 bar

Contact us today
For more information on the cost, safety and productivity benefits of SMOOTHFLO,
contact your local Linde representative or go to www.linde-gas.com/smoothflo

market dependent
cylinder specific
2500 kPa/25 bar

* Available in some countries on request.
** Country dependent.

Getting ahead through innovation.
With its innovative concepts, Linde is playing a pioneering role in the global market. As a technology leader, it is our task to
constantly raise the bar. Traditionally driven by entrepreneurship, we are working steadily on new high-quality products and
innovative processes.
Linde offers more. We create added value, clearly discernible competitive advantages, and greater profitability.
Each concept is tailored specifically to meet our customers’ requirements – offering standardised as well as customised
solutions. This applies to all industries and all companies regardless of their size.
If you want to keep pace with tomorrow’s competition, you need a partner by your side for whom top quality, process
optimisation, and enhanced productivity are part of daily business. However, we define partnership not merely as being there
for you but being with you. After all, joint activities form the core of commercial success.
Linde – ideas become solutions.

Linde AG
Gases Division, Seitnerstrasse 70, 82049 Pullach, Germany
Phone +49 89 7446-0, hardgoods@linde-gas.com, www.linde-gas.com/smoothflo
All data contained in this publication is purely indicative. Linde may change the models described in this publication at any time for reasons of a technical or commercial nature.
Linde is a trading name used by companies within The Linde Group. The Linde logo and the Linde word are trademarks of Linde AG. SMOOTHFLO® is an EU-registered trademark of The Linde Group.
Trademark registrations and their status may differ from one location to another. Copyright © 2017. Linde AG.

